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Where to go and what to see in this jewel in the Caribbean Sea. Enjoy the island's renowned cuisine

and generous hospitality. Inside tips on the best bars, restaurants and hotels. Explore an

underwater kingdom, teeming with stunning tropical fish and fabulous coral gardens. Practical

advice on where to find the best dive and snorkeling sites. Experience the island'' luxuriant

rainforest and marvel at the twin peaks of the Pitons. Relax on the white sandy beaches in the north

or chill out with a rum punch on the volcanic sands in the south. With 160 full-color pages, this

authoritative guide is the last word on St. Lucia. Experienced local writers reveal the hidden delights

of the island known as the "Helen of West Indies." Entertaining and informative features on the

history, culture, architecture, music, beach life, flora and fauna give a vivid insight into the essence

of this magical isle. Packed with up-to-the-minute facts and advice, this indispensable guide is a

must for the first time or regular visitor who wants to get the best from their stay. Paradise is just a

page away.
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Sit back and relax...This one takes you on an appetizing ride through all st Lucia has to offer. Well,

maybe its is a bit aimed at the tourist attractions but that's what made it so good for me: you can

actually experience everything in the book yourself without going through too much trouble. And

when we returned home, we only needed to flick through the pages to get that relaxed caribbean

glow again. Take this book together with the 'rough guide' and you'll both have the glamour and the

practical.



The book has excellent content and wonderful color photos of St. Lucia, its people, culture, and

geography. However, my sole complaint is that it is not laid out as well as it could be. It would be

difficult to use this book as a real guide due to its lack of expansive "nitty-gritty" information such as

exact locations, mileage, cost, etc. The book is instead an excellent casual read for someone

curious about the island.
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